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College 4 KidsCollege 4 Kids

June 7-11
Our programs are for children seeking fun and adventurous learning  opportunities! Check out

our engaging classes for curious youth that feature Languages, Cooking, Science, and Art!
 

Early Bird Registration until  March 31 : $25 Per Class
Registration April 1- May 31: $35 Per Class
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Grades K-1
Big Wild Cats! Lynx, Lions & Leopards
Explore what these three amazing big wildcats can consume, why their body structure is what it is, and other unique facts that will
make each animal special. 

Instructor: Jessica Bjornson

Find the beauty of mathematics and discover how to use math concepts to create art. Understand how math is involved with
popular media like comic books, animation, painting and more!

Creative Mathematics Instructor: Ellie Lovelace

Fun Way with Words
Explore the fun world of creative writing with a variety of activities for the imagination while improving on literary skills. Develop picture
books, enjoy journal writing, and  practice letter formation in text.

Instructor: Madilyn Ungerer

Simple Spanish Sayings Instructor: Katie Hoerter

Learn how to greet others in Spanish, along with some common phrases and other simple Spanish Words. Explore a new language with
fun activities.

It's All Fun & Games Instructor: Tammy Klawitter

Get Up! Get Active! Have Fun! Expand the summer fun with virtual games. Whether that's a scavenger hunt or imaginary ball toss the
energy will be high and fun will be had.
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Healthy Choices: from Head to Toe! Instructor: Breanne Cipriano
Explore different food that are nutritious and delicious! Enjoy active games and activities. Learn fun ways to make positive, healthy choices
to help us grow.

Colors & Shapes of My Art Instructor: Jessica Bjornson

Explore the different variations of colors, patterns, and shapes. Each lesson will go over the basics and build upon each step to use these
concepts to create works of art. Design and discuss personally crafted artworks.

Creative Mathematics Instructor: Ellie Lovelace

Find the beauty of mathematics and discover how to use math concepts to create art. Understand how math is involved with
popular media like comic books, animation, painting and more!

Curiosity with Chemistry

Discover the basic property of acids and bases, how they interact, and even get instructions on how to make an eggshell
disappear at home! 

Instructor: Katie Hoerter

It's All Fun & Games
Get Up! Get Active! Have Fun! Expand the summer fun with virtual games. Whether that's a scavenger hunt or imaginary ball toss
the energy will be high and fun will be had.

Instructor: Tammy Klawitter
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REGISTER FOR COLLEGE FOR KIDS TODAY!

https://www.uwsp.edu/conted/pages/college-for-kids.aspx


College 4 KidsCollege 4 Kids

June 7-11
Our programs are for children seeking fun and adventurous learning  opportunities! Check out

our engaging classes for curious youth that feature Languages, Cooking, Science, and Art!
 

Early Bird Registration Until  April 1 : $25 Per Class
Registration April 1- May 31: $35 Per Class
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Grades 2-3

Chinese 101-- Learn Mandarin Chinese
Learn conversational Chinese, Chinese numbers, and colors with Ms. Joy through games and activities! Explore common words and phrases,
write Chinese characters, play the classic Chinese “Mahjong” while learning about the world famous Great Wall and Terra-cotta warriors.

Instructor: Joy Clendenning

Playful Paper Arts
Using materials found in at home learn 5 ways to transform paper into a work of art!  Explore art vocabulary and look at examples of
contemporary artworks related to the daily project to gather inspiration.  Students will use paper to create mosaics, weavings, paper
sculptures and more.

Instructor: Madison Hager

Science of Baking
Prepare tasty treats in your very own kitchen.  Examine different ingredients and mixing techniques for bakery perfection. Bake delicious
treats, like muffins, cookies, biscuits, pretzels, and brownies.

Instructor: Natalie Carlson

Creative Way with Words
Explore the fun world of creative writing with a variety of activities for the imagination while learning important literary skills. Develop short
stories, explore journal writing and different types of poetry. 

Instructor: Madilyn Ungerer
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Fun with Reader's Theater
Discover the joy of Reader’s Theatre! Enjoy drama games, acting exercises, and performing Reader’s Theatre scripts. Open to both
experienced and brand-new actors and actresses.

Instructor: Cindi Strobel

Going Global
Get ready for summer vacation and pack some bags!  Travel from continent to continent exploring cultures, traditions, and some of the
world’s most famous landmarks and festivals.  And, don’t forget to make room for souvenirs,  like a special craft to remember each stop. 
 Don’t miss this amazing trip around the globe!  

Instructor: Sara Goldberg

It's time to explore the planets, stars, rocket ships, and more! Unearth how the planets and stars work together to form a galaxy out of this
world, as well as new discoveries made by astronomers!

Blast Your Knowledge into Outerspace! Instructor: Morgann Glazer

Playful Paper Arts Instructor: Madison Hager
Using materials found in at home, learn five ways to transform paper into a work of art!  Explore art vocabulary and look at examples of
contemporary artworks related to the daily project to gather inspiration.  Students will use paper to create mosaics, weavings, paper
sculptures and more.
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REGISTER FOR COLLEGE FOR KIDS TODAY!

https://www.uwsp.edu/conted/pages/college-for-kids.aspx


College 4 KidsCollege 4 Kids

June 7-11
Our programs are for children seeking fun and adventurous learning  opportunities! Check out

our engaging classes for curious youth that feature Languages, Cooking, Science, and Art!
 

Early Bird Registration until  March 31 : $25 Per Class
Registration April 1- May 31: $35 Per Class
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Grades 4-6
A Bite of China
Experience the unique food culture of China. Discover Chinese history and rich Dynasties through cooking. Prepare some of the cuisine native
to China, like egg rolls, dumplings and wonton soup.

Instructor: Joy Clendenning

Babysitting Basics
Explore the basics of babysitting, discussing a variety of topics, such as caring for children, keeping children safe, and planning activities for
children! Take a fun, first step to becoming a responsible, independent babysitter.

Instructor: Tatum Vannieuwenhoven

Science of Baking
Prepare tasty treats in your very own kitchen.  Examine different ingredients and mixing techniques for bakery perfection. Bake delicious
treats, like muffins, cookies, biscuits, pretzels, and brownies.

Instructor: Natalie Carlson

We're Going On a Trip!
"Zoom" to your favorite destinations and discover all the key parts of planning for travel! Equip your future vacations with smart travel
choices that foster fun wherever you go!

Instructor: Breanne Cipriano
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Fun with Reader's Theater
Discover the joy of Reader’s Theatre! Enjoy drama games, acting exercises, and performing Reader’s Theatre scripts. Open to both
experienced and brand-new actors and actresses.

Instructor: Cindi Strobel

Growing Globally
Observe language, culture and people through the exploration of issues that connect our world as global ambassadors.  Grow global
perspectives through fun activities!

Instructor: Sara Goldberg

Babysitting Basics
Explore the basics of babysitting, discussing a variety of topics, such as caring for children, keeping children safe, and planning activities for
children! Take a fun, first step to becoming a responsible, independent babysitter.

Instructor: Tatum Vannieuwenhoven

Boom, Clash, Rumble: Formation of Earthquakes and Storms
Discover why earthquakes and storms form and what makes each one unique! Explore the science of rumbling thunder, pouring rain, and
shaking tectonic plates!

Instructor: Morgann Glazer
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REGISTER FOR COLLEGE FOR KIDS TODAY!



IT CAMPIT CAMP
Learn how to code, develop, and program your own video game! Camp participants will learn the basics of computer and game programming using

GDevelop. No previous experience or background in IT or programming is necessary.

 

IT camp is for all levels in which we will meet students were they are and move forward from there. We're using a free, open source programming

tool called GDevelop. GDevelop is a deceptively powerful programming tool that essentially developed its own language to help people create

games relatively simply and quickly. It could be likened to a "drag and drop" style of code but it's slightly more complex. With this program we can

create side scrolling games, survival games, and so much more - the possibilities are truly endless!

This camp will explore the final great frontier - outer  space and beyond!

Learn more about the Observable Universe and the mysteries it holds through a mix of educational talks, hands on building projects, and

Augmented Reality technology! Space will be transformed as its secrets are unlocked from the solar system to black holes in deep space.

Participate in a citizen science project aiding worldwide astronomy research and aerospace engineering

 

Whether classifying telescopic images of distant galaxies to combing over 15th century hand drawn sky maps for clues to ancient civilizations

knowledge of the night sky, experience first-hand it is like to work on the front lines of astronomical research.

SPACE EXPLORATION CAMPSPACE EXPLORATION CAMP

 June 7-11 | Grades 8-12 | 

VIrTUALVIrTUAL

June 14-18 | Grades 5-8 |

VIrTUALVIrTUAL

June 21-25 | Grades 8-12 |

June 28-July 2 | Grades 5-8 |

$245 per Student

$175per Student

Register Now!
Only a

$50 Deposit

JOIN US!JOIN US!

$245 per Student

$245 per Student

REgister Now!
ONLY $50 
Deposit!

UWSP.EDU/CONTED/Pages/CamPS.ASPX
Scholarships are Available for both camps!

SPACE IS LIMITED TO 20 students!                                     SPONSORED BY:

SPACE IS LIMITED for this exploration of space! 

Registration Deadline: May 31

Registration Deadline: June 4
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"The Show Must Go Online” is a musical written to be rehearsed and performed remotely! Each actor will

receive a 1-2 minute scene/song to rehearse, video record, and upload. When all the videos are played in order,

they tell the hilarious story of a group of passionate students desperate to keep their annual musical alive…online! 

 

This three-week virtual camp is comprised of approximately three sessions per week

including some large-group, small-group, and individual meetings focusing on individual's performing skills,

Theatre/video basics and theatre games. 

 

These sessions meet at 4:30 PM, Monday-Thursday evenings, and last for about 45 minutes. 

Individual sessions may occur outside of the regular times based on student availability. 

Actors are required to memorize their assigned lines and one or two musical numbers.

The Show Must Go ONLINE!The Show Must Go ONLINE!

Challenger Soccer CampChallenger Soccer Camp

Session A: May 10-28

Virtual Theatre CampVirtual Theatre Camp

Session b: July 19-17

Ages 8- 16 | $35 per person

This soccer camp is a combination of the most popular practices from leading soccer countries:
 Brazil, England, France, Spain, and the USA.  

The Challenger International Soccer Camp reflects the truly global nature of the sport today and provides young players with a wide
variety of coaching styles, practices, and influences that will help them develop a well-rounded skill set.

In-Person in Marshfield Campus | July 12-16 | Ages 3-18

Tiny Tykes Cubs | Ages 3-4 |    $97
Tiny Tykes Lions | Ages 5-6 |    $113
Half Day Program | Ages 7-10 | $143
Half Day Camp | Ages 10-14 | $143
Full-Day Camp | Ages 8-16 | $189
High School Program | Ages 14-18 | $143

For More Details

visit

UWSP.EDU/CONTED/Pages/CamPS.ASPX
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Virtual STEAM Camps at University of Wisconsin Stevens Point 

powered by Black Rocket, a national leader in tech-education. 

 

Choose from a wide variety of great cutting-edge courses with topics such as coding, game design, eSports, virtual reality and more. Each week

get ready to be led by top teachers in LIVE classes! 

 

Students benefit from participating in our wider Creator Corps™ community, but also have small group break out sessions with coaches. Whether

in room or online, the Black Rocket motto is always Safe-Fun-Learn in that order! 
 Jump-start your future in creative tech with University of Wisconsin Stevens Point and Black Rocket!

VIRTUAL STEAM CAMPSVIRTUAL STEAM CAMPS
Powered by Black RocketPowered by Black Rocket

UWSP.EDU/CONTED/Pages/CamPS.ASPX

Ages 8-11 & 11-15

Hosted
virtually

Nationwide!
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Virtual STEAM Camps at University of Wisconsin Stevens Point 

powered by Black Rocket, a national leader in tech-education. 

 

Choose from a wide variety of great cutting-edge courses with topics such as coding, game design, eSports, virtual reality and more. Each week

get ready to be led by top teachers in LIVE classes! 
 Jump-start your future in creative tech with University of Wisconsin Stevens Point and Black Rocket!

VIRTUAL STEAM CAMPSVIRTUAL STEAM CAMPS
Powered by Black RocketPowered by Black Rocket

UWSP.EDU/CONTED/Pages/CamPS.ASPX

Fees Vary between $145-169

Ages 8-11 & 11-15

 Sign up available until week

before camp starts!
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